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Summary 
Xiamen North Railway Station integrates the structural form with the Chinese traditional Minnan 
architecture style, namely, one-way purline. It’s the first time in the world to combine the mega steel 
reinforced concrete tower column, large-span steel truss and curved box-section PC beam together to 
form an innovative mega hybrid frame structure as lateral and vertical force resisting system. This 
structural style satisfies the requirements of architectural profile and functions. The tower columns 
and the mega steel trusses are connected by steel plates and prestressed tendons, which successfully 
solves the problem of the connections between the large-span steel trusses and their supports. 
Xiamen North Railway Station is the world’s first structure using the innovative space grid roof 
consisting of bi-directional unequal height intersection trusses with spans of 132m×220m. An 
innovative steel cylinder joint was designed and adopted to match the features of the innovative 
space grid structure. 
Keywords: Mega hybrid frame structure, The mega steel trusses，Bi-directional unequal height 
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Fig.1:Full view of Xiamen North Railway Station 

1.  Introduction 
Xiamen North Railway Station (Fig.1) is located in Xiamen City with a total investment of USD 250 
million and a total gross floor area (GFA) of 113,576 m2. The station is the junction of 
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